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The local field potential (LFP) is a population measure, mainly reflecting local synaptic activity. Beta oscillations (12–40 Hz) occur in motor cortical LFPs, but their functional relevance remains controversial. Power modulation studies have related beta oscillations to a “resting” motor cortex, postural maintenance, attention, sensorimotor binding and planning. Frequency modulations were largely overlooked. We here describe context-related beta frequency modulations in motor cortical LFPs. Two monkeys performed a reaching task with 2 delays. The first delay demanded attention in time in expectation of the visual spatial cue, whereas the second delay involved visuomotor integration and movement preparation. The frequency in 2 beta bands (around 20 and 30 Hz) was systematically 2–5 Hz lower during cue expectancy than during visuomotor integration and preparation. Furthermore, the frequency was directionally selective during preparation, with about 3 Hz difference between preferred and nonpreferred directions. Direction decoding with frequency gave similar accuracy as with beta power, and decoding accuracy improved significantly when combining power and frequency, suggesting that frequency might provide an additional signal for brain–machine interfaces. In conclusion, multiple beta bands coexist in motor cortex, and frequency modulations within each band are as behaviorally meaningful as power modulations, reflecting the changing behavioral context and the movement direction during preparation.
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Introduction

The local field potential (LFP) is a population measure that mainly reflects the local synaptic activity, with contributions from spike after-potentials and intrinsic transmembrane current changes (Mitzdorf 1985; Logothetis et al. 2007). In the motor cortical LFP, oscillations are often observed, predominantly in the beta range (e.g., 12–40 Hz). These oscillations were associated with several phenomena, ranging from reflecting a “resting” motor cortex (Jasper and Penfield 1949; Pfurtscheller et al. 1996), underlying efficient motor maintenance (Conway et al. 1995; Baker et al. 1999; Kristeva et al. 2007) or more generally the maintenance of the “status quo” (Engel and Fries 2010) to reflecting attention (Gross et al. 2004), sensorimotor binding, and motor planning (Murthy and Fetz 1992, 1996; Sanes and Donoghue 1993; Donoghue et al. 1998; Saleh et al. 2010). Supporting the notion that beta oscillations might reflect sensorimotor binding and motor planning, it was shown that the beta power is selective for movement type both in motor (Heldman et al. 2006; O’Leary and Hatsopoulos 2006; Spinks et al. 2008) and parietal (Scherberger et al. 2005; Asher et al. 2007) cortices.

In this study, we address a subject so far largely neglected. Beta oscillations were typically found to vary in peak frequency, both when comparing subjects participating in the same study (e.g., Donoghue et al. 1998) as well as when comparing different studies (i.e., different behavioral contexts). It is difficult to assess from the literature whether beta oscillations change in frequency in relation to different behavioral contexts or whether interstudy differences mainly reflect intersubject differences. In fact, whereas extensive work was conducted on amplitude modulations of motor cortical oscillations, systematic studies of frequency modulations within a specific band are scarce.

A few studies exist on stimulus-specific frequency modulations of oscillatory activity in monkey primary visual cortex (Gieselmann and Thiele 2008; Feng et al. 2010; Ray and Maunsell 2010). Frequency modulations were also observed during a finger movement task in the subthalamic nucleus of Parkinson’s patients (Foffani et al. 2005), but the effects varied from patient to patient. In the human sensorimotor cortex, a small decrease in beta frequency was observed after benzodiazepine intake (Jensen et al. 2005). Finally, regarding monkey motor cortex, reports on differences in beta frequency in different behavioral contexts exist, but systematic quantifications were not made (Murthy and Fetz 1992, 1996; Sanes and Donoghue 1993). Thus, a thorough assessment of context-related frequency modulations of beta oscillations is lacking. In addition, the directional selectivity of the beta frequency was never studied.

We decided to tackle these issues by introducing several distinct behavioral contexts in the same task, sequentially presented within each trial. This allowed us to study within-subject modulations in beta frequency as the behavioral context changed. We trained 2 monkeys in a reaching task that contained 2 delays. The first delay demanded attention in time (i.e., temporal expectation, Coull and Nobre 2008) for the brief presentation of the visual spatial cue (SC). The second was a classical preparatory delay, involving visuomotor integration and movement preparation in 1 of 6 possible directions. Motor cortical oscillations were strong in a low (LO; about 20 Hz) and a high (HI; about 30 Hz) beta band, with context-related modulations in frequency and power within each band. The beta frequency was also directionally selective during movement preparation, permitting movement direction decoding with similar accuracy as when using beta power. In conclusion, frequency modulations were found to be as systematic and behaviorally meaningful as power modulations. We therefore suggest that the context-related analyses of peak frequency values may aid the quest for understanding the possible functional relevance of brain oscillations.

Preliminary results were presented (Kilavik and Riehle 2010).
Animal Preparation
Two adult male Rhesus monkeys (T and M, both 9 kg) participated in this study. Care and treatment of the animals during all stages of the experiments conformed to the European and French Government Regulations.

A detailed description of animal preparation and the behavioral task was given in Kilavik et al. (2010) and is briefly outlined here. After learning the task, the monkeys were prepared for multielectrode recordings in the right hemisphere of the motor cortex, contralateral to the trained arm. The chamber locations above motor cortex were verified with T1-weighted MRI scans in both monkeys, and intracortical microstimulation allowed further subdivision into M1 and PMd in monkey M (see details in Kilavik et al. 2010). Locations in which microstimulation <20 μA current induced muscle twitches were defined as M1. Other locations, where higher current was needed were denoted PMd. Twitches could also be evoked at the most anterior recording locations, indicating we remained within the caudal part of PMd. The recording depths (less than 2 mm below the dura) suggested that we recorded from the rostral part of M1 in the precentral gyrus and not in the anterior bank of the central sulcus. The different recording locations spanned a diameter of about 4 and 13 mm on the surface in monkeys T and M, respectively.

A multielectrode computer-controlled microdrive (MT-EPS, AlphaOmega, Nazareth Illith, Israel) was used to transdurally insert up to 4 or 8 (in monkey T and M, respectively) microelectrodes. Signals were amplified, band-pass filtered from 1 to 250 Hz to obtain the low-frequency LFP signal and stored with a temporal resolution of 1 kHz, along with the behavior that was transmitted online to AlphaMap (AlphaOmega) from the CORTEX software (NIMH, http://www.cortex.salk.edu), which was used to control the task.

Behavioral Task
We trained the monkeys in a two-delay center-out task to make arm movements in 6 directions in the horizontal plane, from a common center position (in some sessions only 2 opposite directions were used, comprising 25% of the LFPs for monkey T and 41% for monkey M). The monkey had continuous visual feedback about hand (cursor) and target positions (red outlines).

Two delays were presented successively in each trial (Fig. 1 A), the first (D1) demanding temporal attention in anticipation of the visual SC and the second (D2) involving visuomotor integration and movement preparation while waiting for the GO signal. Delay duration (short or long) was modulated from trial to trial in a pseudorandom fashion, but kept the same for both delays within one trial. The short and long delay durations were set to 700 and 1500 ms for monkey T, 1000 and 2000 ms for monkey M. The monkey started each trial by moving the handle to the center and holding it there for 700 ms until a temporal cue (TC) was presented. TC consisted of a 200-ms long tone, its pitch indicating the delay duration to be estimated, starting at the end of the tone (low pitch for short and high pitch for long delay duration). For monkey M, 1 of 2 visual cues was simultaneously presented centrally on the monitor. Neither of the 2 animals had visual/auditory evoked potentials to TC in the LFP (Kilavik et al. 2010), suggesting that TC was encoded/used in motor cortex in a similar way in the 2 monkeys, despite the difference in the sensory modalities of the cue (auditory only vs. combined auditory and visual).

The delay (D1) that followed TC demanded attention in time (i.e., temporal expectation, Coull and Nobre 2008), in order to perceive SC (light-emitting diode [LED]) that was presented very briefly at the end of the delay at the peripheral target location. SC was masked after only 55 ms by the additional illumination of the 5 remaining LEDs, marking the start of D2. During D2, the movement direction indicated by the visual cue SC had to be memorized and prepared. All LEDs then went off at the end of D2 (GO signal), indicating to the monkey to perform the movement.

Data Analysis
While the monkeys performed the reaching task we recorded LFPs in motor cortex. We recorded 287 LFPs in monkey T (90 sessions in 37 days) and 759 LFPs in monkey M (151 sessions in 73 days). We selected 191 LFPs (152 including all 6 directions) in monkey T and 630 LFPs (195 from primary motor [M1] and 435 from dorsal premotor [PMd] cortex; 369 including all 6 directions) in monkey M for further analysis. The remaining LFPs were excluded because of too many artifacts. In the selected LFPs, some trials with obvious artifacts (mainly due to teeth grinding or static electricity), detected by visual inspection, were excluded from further analysis (less than 5% of all trials). The analyzed LFPs contained at least 10 correct trials in each direction, although typically 20 or more correct trials were available per direction. All selected LFPs were included in all analyses, independent of their strength of beta oscillations, but they all had...
increased power within the beta range, visible in the spectrograms. In the results, we group LFPs from M1 and PMd since no significant differences were observed between the 2 data sets.

All analyses were conducted offline by using Matlab (The MathWorks Inc.). In the following, the abbreviation LFP refers to the LFP signal recorded on one electrode during one experimental session. We determined the peak frequency and power between 12 and 40 Hz in a time-resolved manner by making power spectral density analyses in 300-ms sliding windows (50-ms steps) for all correct trials for each LFP. We used the pwelch function in Matlab, based on Welch’s method, which windows the data with a hamming window. We analyzed with frequency intervals of 0.1 Hz (i.e., high-density spectrum, implemented by zero-padding the data), and the data in each 300-ms sliding window were analyzed as one section (i.e., not using the default mode of the pwelch function that splits the data in multiple partly overlapping sections). In the figures, the averages in each sliding window across all trials or LFPs were plotted at the center of each window (Fig. 1D,E and Figs 3–5). For each trial and window position, we determined the peak frequency, that is, the frequency with the highest (peak) power between 12 and 40 Hz. Before averaging across LFPs, for each LFP, we normalized the single-trial peak power values for all 300-ms sliding windows, by dividing by the mean power between 12 and 40 Hz (Fig. 2C,D and Fig. 3).

For statistical analysis on power and frequency modulations related to the behavioral contexts in the different task epochs, we used the single-trial peak power and frequency estimates in each LFP. We selected 3 task epochs (black—light gray boxes in Fig. 1A). These epochs were E1: the last 300 ms of D1; E2: 100–400 ms after SC onset; E3: 350 to –50 ms before the GO signal. These epochs contained the 3 different behavioral (cognitive) contexts of the task: attention in time (awaiting the visual SC) during D1 (epoch E1); visuomotor integration after SC in D2 (epoch E2); movement preparation before GO in D2 (epoch E3).

We started by estimating the peak beta frequency (i.e., the frequency with maximal power) in a broad frequency range between 12 and 40 Hz (Fig. 2) across all single trials in all LFPs in both monkeys. We set the lower limit to 12 Hz to avoid picking up the visual evoked potential (VEP) after SC (see examples with increased power below 10 Hz in Fig. 1D,E, and see Kilavik et al. 2010). In monkey M, 2 beta bands were strong, so all further analysis was made by separating this broad range into 2 narrower, between 12 and 25 Hz (LO band) and 25 and 40 Hz (HI band). In monkey T, there was a clearly dominant LO-band, with a weaker HI-band less well separated from the LO band (Fig. 2A,C). We therefore analyzed quantitatively only the LO-band between 12 and 40 Hz (cutting at 25 Hz would have compromised too much the LO band, as it had higher frequencies than the LO band in monkey M, see Fig. 2).

Statistical comparisons between the different task epochs were made with analyses of variance (ANOVAs), including also the factors delay duration and movement direction whenever appropriate. Correlation

**Figure 2.** Peak frequency distributions and mean power spectra. (A, B) Distributions of single trial peak beta frequencies between 12 and 40 Hz for all short trials in all LFPs in each monkey (n = 21 687 and 57 939 in monkey T and M, respectively), estimated in 3 different task epochs (E1 before SC, E2 after SC, and E3 before GO; see Fig. 1A). The time–frequency analysis was done with 0.1 Hz frequency intervals (see Materials and Methods), but data are presented here with 0.5 Hz steps. (C, D) The mean normalized power spectra across all LFPs (short trials) for each monkey, calculated in 3 trial epochs (E1, E2, and E3). The thickness of the curves represent ±standard error. Before spectral analysis, each LFP was treated offline with a narrow 50-Hz “notch” filter (8th order Butterworth band-stop filter with stop band 49.9–50.1 Hz), and the power spectra for each LFP was normalized to the mean power across all epochs between 12 and 40 Hz. The vertical lines indicate the region of analysis (12–40 Hz), corresponding to the complete span of the x-axes in the plots in A, B.

**Figure 3.** Context-related power modulations. (A–D) Time-resolved beta power averaged across all LFPs, short delay trials at the left, and long delay trials at the right, monkey T on top. The curves represent the mean normalized peak power estimates (±standard error). The trial epochs used for statistical analysis are marked in the curves for monkey T. (E) Percentages of LFPs with significant differences in peak power, comparing activity in D1 with the activity before GO in D2 (epochs E1 vs. E3), for the LO band in monkey T (T) and the LO and HI bands in monkey M (M-LO and M-HI, respectively). The proportions in black have significantly higher power in E1 compared with E3 and gray proportions are those with a significant effect in the opposite direction. (F) Percent of LFPs with significant differences in peak power comparing activity after SC with activity before GO (epochs E2 vs. E3 in D2). The proportions in black have significantly higher power in E3 compared with E2, gray shows the proportions with a significant opposite effect. In E and F, the significance of power differences in each LFP was estimated with a 3-way ANOVA, with delay duration (short and long), movement direction (2 or 6, depending on session), and epoch (E1 vs. E3 or E2 vs. E3) as factors.
tests were made with Spearman’s rank correlation test. Chi-square tests were used to compare proportions with significant effects in different groups. The Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank sum test was used to compare distributions of differences in preferred directions. For all statistical tests, the significance threshold was set at \( P = 0.05 \), unless otherwise stated.

Directional selectivity of peak beta frequency and power was determined using single-trial values before GO, for the LFPs recorded in sessions including all 6 directions (\( n = 152 \) and 369 in monkeys T and M, respectively). For improved single-trial peak frequency and frequency estimates, we used the final 500 ms before GO, including three 300 ms sections with 200-ms overlap for the pwelch analysis. The “preferred direction” was defined as the direction of the vector sum of the mean frequency or power estimates in the 6 directions, thus arbitrarily defined as the direction with the highest frequency or power, respectively. We determined the significance of the directional selectivity using a resampling procedure (see Kilavik et al. 2010). In this procedure, the length of the vector sum was taken as the strength of directional selectivity. For each LFP, single-trial frequency (or power) estimates were then randomly reassigned to 1 of the 6 movement directions, and a new vector sum was calculated. This procedure was repeated 1000 times, and the length of the vector sum of the original data was compared with the vector sums of the resampled data. If the original vector sum was larger than 950 of the 1000 resampled vector sums (\( P < 0.05 \)), the beta frequency (or power) in that LFP was deemed directionally selective.

Circular statistics were made in part by using the circular statistics toolbox for Matlab (Berens 2009). Nonuniformity of the population distributions of preferred directions were made with the Hodges–Ajne test, which is efficient also if the underlying distributions are bimodal or multimodal (Berens 2009). We measured the angular deviation of each distribution (Berens 2009), which is a measure of dispersion, defined as \( \sqrt{2(1−R)} \), where \( R \) is the mean resultant vector. The angular deviation is bound between \( [0,\sqrt{2}] \). We additionally compared the dispersions of the different distributions by comparing the distributions of angular distances of individual data points in each distribution to their mean direction with a Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank sum test (as described in Batschelet 1981). Finally, we estimated whether nonuniform distributions were rather unimodal or bimodal, using an approach which was described and tested in Guerrasio et al. (2010). Note that for bimodal distributions, the mean direction and the angular deviation and the above-described measures of dispersion (calculated using the mean vector length or direction, respectively) do not adequately describe the data. However, in these cases (only one of the distributions was estimated to be rather bimodal), the statistical results from comparisons of the dispersion of this distribution with the other ones corresponded well with direct observations of the data.

To determine how much information there was about the movement direction in the frequency of a given LFP, we computed the mutual information (\( \text{Mut} \)) between movement direction and frequency, which is given by

\[
\text{Mut} = - \sum d \log_2 P(d) + \sum v \log_2 P(v) + \sum d \sum v P(v,d) \log_2 \frac{P(v,d)}{P(v)}.
\]

where \( d \) is the movement direction, \( P(d) \) is the probability of observing the frequency \( v \) given the movement direction \( d \), and \( P(v) \) is the probability of observing the frequency \( v \) across all trials in any movement direction. As the 6 movement direction conditions were presented at random with equal probability, \( P(d) = 1/6 \). Mut quantifies in units of bits the reduction of uncertainty about the movement direction that can be gained from the observation of the LFP frequency in a single trial. Mut is zero only if the frequency–movement direction relationship is random. The maximum value of Mut equals the entropy of the movement direction, that is, \( H(D) = \sum \log_2 d = \log_2 6 = 2.585 \). The probabilities \( P(d) \) and \( P(v,d) \) were estimated for each LFP from the empirical data by constructing histograms with the range of frequencies partitioned into bins (bin size being a free parameter in our analysis; see Fig. 6). Due to finite sampling, the probabilities are subject to both systematic error bias and statistical error (variance). To correct for this and to assess Mut values that were significantly different from zero (\( P < 0.05 \)), we randomly associated frequencies and directions (1000 shuffles) to obtain a mean baseline, \(<\text{Mut}^{\text{shuff}}\>\), and 95% confidence intervals for the empirical mutual information (\( \text{Mut}^{\text{emp}} \)) for each LFP (Panzeri et al. 2007).

To perform an offline decoding analysis of the movement direction on a single-trial basis, we used a homemade software toolbox that performs supervised classification as follows. First, the data are split into a testing and a training subset, containing one- and four-fifths of the trials, respectively. During training, each movement direction is characterized by learning from the LFP observations of the training set to build a decoder. Then, the performance of this decoder (rate of correct decoding) is measured with the remaining trials constituting the testing set. The generalization capability of the method is estimated by a 5-fold cross-validation, that is, by repeating this process on 5 different disjoint training and testing subsets, until the full data set has been browsed in the testing phase. The features used as inputs to the classifier were either the frequency or the power alone or both. The LFPs that were included in this decoding analysis (and subsequent comparisons of preferred directions between different features or LFPs) were selected to present features that were at least slightly directionally selective (a less restrictive criterion of \( P < 0.1 \) in the directional selectivity analysis described above; selected to have an objective criterion to increase the number of included LFPs) and to have a minimum of 15 correct trials per direction (in order to be able to perform the cross-validation). This provides a feature space of a size equal to the number of included LFPs (when using the frequency or the power alone) or the twice the number of LFPs (when using both features together). For a given subset of N LFPs (x-axes in Fig. 7A–C), we randomly chose N LFPs among the total set of included ones to perform the entire analysis. We repeated this 50 times in a bootstrap fashion in order to assess the variability of the results. Among the different algorithms available in our toolbox, we only present the results obtained with Learning Vector Quantization (Kohonen 1997), which is a rather simple method previously used on similar data (e.g., Nicolelis et al. 1998); other algorithms produced similar performance levels and no difference in the qualitative nature of the results described here.

**Results**

Two monkeys were trained in a reaching task containing 2 delays, the first demanding attention in time in anticipation of the cue (SC) and the second involving visuomotor integration and preparation. Monkey T had average success rates of 75% and 69% in short and long trials, respectively, whereas for monkey M, the success rates were 84% and 75%, respectively (less errors in short trials for both monkeys; \( P < 0.001 \), paired \( t \)-test across all sessions). About 67% of the errors were directional. The average reaction times were 167 and 210 ms in monkey T and 236 and 257 ms in monkey M, in short and long delay trials, respectively (faster reaction times in short trials in both monkeys; \( P < 0.001 \), paired \( t \)-test across all sessions). Time estimation variability increases with delay duration (Gibbon 1977). In addition, the directional information was presented only briefly (55 ms) at the end of a timed interval (700–2000 ms duration). Thus, the directional information had to be kept in working memory during the preparatory delay (also 700–2000 ms duration). These 2 factors (time estimation and retention of directional information) might be the principal reasons for the higher proportions of errors and longer reaction times in long delay trials.

**Motor Cortical Beta Oscillations**

While the monkeys performed the task, we recorded LFPs in motor cortex. The LFPs of both monkeys contained strong oscillatory activity in the beta-range (12–40 Hz) during long periods of the task, visible in single-trial traces (Fig. 1B,C). The example spectrograms (Fig. 1D,E) show increased power around 20 Hz (LO) in monkey T and around 18 Hz (LO) and
30 Hz (HI) in monkey M. The power spectra of the same LFPs, estimated in 3 trial epochs (E1, E2, and E3; see Fig. 1A), also show one main peak in the beta range in monkey T and 2 peaks in monkey M (Fig. 1F,G).

Beta oscillations were consistent in frequency across trials and across LFPs recorded from different electrodes and days. The peak frequencies, estimated in all single trials of all recorded LFPs, were narrowly distributed (Fig. 2). We could detect a peak in the beta range (12–40 Hz) in all but 8 individual data segments across all LFPs in the 2 monkeys (of more than 150 000 totally analyzed data segments, including all single trials for epochs E1, E2, and E3). This and the narrow distributions indicate that our method produced reliable estimates of peak frequencies in the different task epochs. Given the 2 clear bands in monkey M, all further analyses were done in 2 separate frequency ranges, between 12 and 25 Hz for the LO band and between 25 and 40 Hz for the HI band. After separating between LO and HI bands in monkey M, we were still able to detect a peak within each of the bands in epochs E1, E2, and E3 in 91% of all single trials. Thus, in most trials, the LO and HI bands were simultaneously present rather than alternating between trials. The peak frequency distribution for monkey T in epoch E1 indicated the presence of an HI band centered at about 27 Hz, although much less prominent than the LO band (Fig. 2A). Because the LO and HI bands were less well separated and the LO band was so dominant, we only quantified the LO band in this monkey.

The task epochs after SC (epoch E2) and before GO (epoch E3) had somewhat higher peak frequencies compared with the epoch before SC in both monkeys. The individual (Fig. 1F,G) and mean (Fig. 2C,D) power spectra suggest that in each task epoch there was either a single-peaked (LO band; in monkey T) or double-peaked (LO and HI bands; in monkey M) process in the beta range (12–40 Hz), riding on a background process with an inverse relationship between power and frequency (~1/). While the background process remained fairly stable across the different task epochs, the peak frequency in each beta band shifted slightly (see details below).

Figure 3 shows the averaged time-resolved beta power for the LO band in monkey T and the LO and HI bands in monkey M. Beta power was strong during temporal expectation of SC in D1, decreased in power during visuomotor integration after SC, and then increased in power during movement preparation toward the GO signal. Beta power was strongly reduced after GO (significantly less power in the LO and HI bands after GO in 96% of LFPs). Most LFPs had significantly stronger beta power during D1 than in the epoch before GO (45–95%; Fig. 3E), although the effect was weaker and more variable in monkey T. Less than 16% had higher power before GO than during D1. An HI band was noticeable in the spectrograms of about 15% of the LFPs in monkey T but only in D1 (see also Fig. 2A,C). Thus, the HI band in monkey T was also weaker in D2 than in D1. During D2, a majority of LFPs had significantly higher power before GO compared with after SC, although this effect was weaker and more variable in monkey M (42–98% with higher power before GO; less than 30% with higher power after SC; Fig. 3F).

**Context-Related Modulations of Beta Frequency**

The beta frequency varied systematically during the task (Fig. 4). In both monkeys, it was lowest during D1, increased abruptly after SC and then decreased gradually during D2. After GO, the frequency increased again (significant in 41% of LFPs for the LO bands and in 16% for the HI band; overall less than 7% had a lower frequency after GO). The frequency was higher during movement preparation before GO compared with when the monkey awaited the visual cue in D1, a difference which was significant in most LFPs in monkey T (90%) and for the HI band in monkey M (79%; Fig. 4G). The frequency of the LO band in monkey M decreased more in D2, on average reaching the pre-SC level around the time of the GO signal (Fig. 4C,D; only 39% had significantly higher LO band frequency before GO than during D1; still, only 4% had the opposite effect). The frequency of the majority of LFPs during D2 was also significantly higher after SC compared with before GO (51–68%; Fig. 4H), and again only a few LFPs had the opposite effect (less than 6%). These systematic

---

**Figure 4.** Context-related frequency modulations. (A–F) The time-resolved beta frequency, averaged for all LFPs in the 2 monkeys, monkey T on the top and monkey M LO and HI in the middle 4 plots. (G) Percentages of LFPs with significant differences in peak frequency comparing activity in D1 with the activity before GO in D2 (epochs E1 vs. E3). (H) Percentages of LFPs with significant differences in peak frequency comparing activity after SC with activity before GO, in D2 (epochs E2 vs. E3). Details as in Figure 3.
differences in peak frequency in the different task epochs are also evident in the single-trial distributions and the averaged power spectra, shown in Figure 2.

The frequency modulations between different task epochs (Fig. 4G,H) were more reliable across LFPs than the power modulations (Fig. 3E,F). Whereas almost all LFPs with significant modulations in peak frequency had the same direction of an effect, for example, frequency after SC higher compared with before GO, the power modulations varied more among the different LFPs.

Finally, the peak power and frequency of beta oscillations were significantly negatively correlated trial-by-trial in many LFPs (epoch E1 in short trials: 47% in monkey T, 15% and 68% in monkey M LO and HI, respectively; overall, only 2% with positive correlations; similar results were found in epoch E3).

**LO and HI Beta Bands**

Monkey M often had 2 beta bands present with similar power (e.g., Fig. 1F). Before SC, in epoch E1, there were similar proportions of LFPs with significantly higher power in the LO band than in the HI band (LO band dominance) and vice versa (Table 1). However, there was a larger drop in power from epoch E1 to E3 in the HI band (57%, averaged across all LFPs) compared with the LO band (38%). Thus, the proportion of LFPs with HI band dominance dropped substantially in D2. Similarly, in monkey T, the HI band was only discernible in the frequency distributions and power spectrum in epoch E1 (see Fig. 2A,C).

We found similar proportions of HI and LO band dominance in M1 and PMd. However, 60% of the LFPs in monkey M could with certainty be assigned to arm regions by microstimulation effects. The remaining LFPs were either obtained from foot or body regions (11%) or from positions where microstimulation did not evoke responses. In general, the LFPs recorded in these putative nonarm regions were comparable to those recorded in arm regions and were therefore included in this study. But during D1, among the putative “nonarm” LFPs, many more had a significant HI than an LO band dominance (Table 1; significantly more LFPs with HI than LO band dominance in nonarm regions and significantly more HI band dominance in nonarm compared with arm regions, chi-square, \(P < 0.01\)). In addition, the LO band dominance in D2 was weaker in nonarm regions compared with arm regions (Table 1).

**Directional Selectivity of Beta Frequency**

The beta power is directionally selective during preparation (e.g., Scherberger et al. 2005; O’Leary and Hatsopoulos 2006). However, the selectivity of the beta frequency has never been studied. We therefore analyzed directional selectivity before GO. We found many LFPs to be significantly selective for movement direction either in power or frequency or both. An example of one LFP that was selective for direction in the beta frequency is shown in Figure 5A. Overall 24–64% of LFPs were selective in power and 12–49% were selective in frequency in short delay trials, comparable proportions were significant in long delay trials (see numbers in Fig. 5). The average differences in frequency between the preferred and nonpreferred directions across all significant LFPs were 2.4–3.5 Hz (Fig. 5).

The preferred directions were not homogeneously distributed around the circle (\(P < 0.01\) for all distributions, Hodgson-Ajne test), and all distributions were unimodal, apart from for the HI band power in monkey M, which was estimated to be rather bimodal (with median directions of the 2 modes at 22 and 253\(^\circ\)). The distributions had significantly broader dispersion for monkey M than for monkey T. In monkey T, the distribution for power had somewhat larger angular deviation (0.51) than that for frequency (0.42) and the dispersion for power was significantly broader than that for frequency (\(P < 0.01\)). There was no significant difference in the dispersion of power and frequency for either of the bands in monkey M, and the angular deviations were rather large, ranging between 1.06 and 1.20 for frequency and power in the LO and HI bands (1.11 for the bimodal HI band power distribution). The proportions of tuned LFPs in M1 and PMd in monkey M were the comparable, and the bimodal distribution for HI-band power could not be explained by considering M1 and PMd separately.

**Decoding Movement Direction Using Beta Frequency**

The beta frequency was directionally selective in a similar proportion of LFPs as was the beta power. This inspired us to further investigate how much information about the movement direction was contained in the beta frequency during preparation. We employed an information theory analysis to calculate, for each LFP, the mutual information (MuI) between LFP frequency and movement direction. Figure 6 shows the averaged MuI for those LFPs that contained significant (\(P < 0.05\)) information about movement direction, shown for short delay trials. Overall, the amount of information transmitted by single LFPs was relatively small (\(<0.18\) bits). These results indicate that even if a subset of LFPs contain significant amount of information, observing the frequency of one LFP may not be sufficient to predict the animal’s intended movement direction in single trials. To compare the amount and reliability of directional information contained in beta frequency and beta power, we decoded movement direction using populations of LFPs and compared the decoding accuracy obtained with either beta frequency or power or by combining both features.
In order to decode movement direction from a large number of LFPs, we treated our sequentially recorded LFPs as if simultaneously recorded (see, e.g., Scherberger et al. 2005).

Figure 7 shows the decoding performance with varying numbers of LFPs, using only frequency or power, or combining the 2 features, for short delay trials (by using LFPs that were at least weakly directionally selective, $P < 0.1$). In monkey T, the decoding accuracy obtained with beta frequency was the same as that based on beta power, while in monkey M, the decoding was slightly better for power. In addition, by using both features in combination, the decoding performance was significantly improved in both monkeys with respect to that based on either feature in isolation (significantly higher than the best single-feature decoding when using 2 or more LFPs for monkey T; 2 and 3 or more LFPs for monkey M LO and HI, respectively; $t$-test, $P < 0.05$).

Table 2 summarizes the average decoding performance for the maximum number of LFPs available in each data set (corresponding to the maximum number for frequency in monkey T and for frequency and power together in monkey M; see Fig. 7A,C). We show the results for decoding with twice as many LFPs when decoding only with frequency or power, compared with the combination of both, that is, the size of the total feature space remains the same. This decoding performance was significantly better when combining frequency and power than when using the best single feature for all 3 data sets ($t$-test across 50 bootstraps, $P < 0.05$). For each feature selection, the classification errors were significantly more often assigned to the neighboring targets than to targets which were 2 or 3 steps away.

Comparisons of Preferred Directions

Only some LFPs showed an overlap of power and frequency selectivity and the differences in preferred directions of power and frequency were not systematic in the different bands. Figure 5 already showed that the distributions of preferred
directions point in different (but not necessarily opposite) mean directions for power and frequency for each band. To compare preferred directions for power and frequency, we plotted the angular distances between them, for each LFP that was at least weakly directionally selective \( (P < 0.1) \) for both power and frequency (Fig. 7D–F). The preferred directions of power and frequency were about 1 target apart in monkey T (unimodal distribution with a mean at \(-66^\circ\) and an angular deviation of 0.82). The distribution was homogeneous around the circle for the LO band in monkey M, but it was centered close to \(180^\circ\) for the HI band, indicating almost opposite preferred directions of power and frequency (unimodal distribution with a mean at \(-172^\circ\) and an angular deviation of 0.90).

The preferred directions for the LO and HI bands in monkey M were similar (see Fig. 5), with mean distances of 8 and 21\(^\circ\) for power and frequency, respectively (including only LFPs which were at least slightly selective \(P < 0.1\) for LO and HI band power or frequency; unimodal distributions, with an angular deviation of 0.8 and 1.11 for power \(n = 80\) and frequency \(n = 28\), respectively). This similarity in preferred directions is consistent with the positive trial-by-trial correlations between power or frequency of the LO and HI bands.

The similar preferred directions of simultaneously recorded LFPs may be a limitation for the use of oscillations as a brain machine interface (BMI) signal. This was already claimed for the beta power (e.g., Stark and Abeles 2007) but never studied for beta frequency. Since we recorded maximally 4 (monkey T) or 8 (monkey M) LFPs simultaneously, we could not directly decode movement direction using only LFPs recorded in the same session (with so few LFPs the decoding of 6 movement directions does not significantly exceed chance level). We thus decided to compare the differences in preferred directions between pairs of LFPs recorded in 3 different conditions: 1) in the same behavioral session; 2) during the same day but in successive sessions (i.e., with the electrodes being at the same cortical locations but after changing depth; using LFP pairs either from the same or different electrodes); or 3) in different days (i.e., different behavioral sessions, different cortical locations, and different depths). Note that during one recording session, electrodes were placed either relatively close to each other or alternatively in about one-third of the included sessions in monkey M, typically up to 10-mm apart (see Kilavik et al. 2010). Note also that the depths of the different electrodes were independent.

We constructed LFP pairs by combining 2 LFPs that were both at least slightly directionally selective \(P < 0.1\). Each LFP pair was only included in 1 of the 3 populations (same session, same day, or different days), but individual LFPs normally participated in several pairs and in more than one population.
We use only short delay trials, as for the decoding analysis. Figure 8 shows the distributions of differences in preferred directions for the 3 populations. For power and frequency, the differences in preferred directions were smaller for LFPs recorded in the same session than in different days ($P < 0.01$, Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank sum test).

The preferred directions were also more similar for LFPs recorded in the same session than in different sessions in the same day, but the effect was weaker for monkey T ($P = 0.06$ for power and $P = 0.04$ for frequency) than for monkey M ($P < 0.01$ for all comparisons). We subsequently selected the subset of “same day” pairs in which the 2 LFPs were recorded from the same electrode (i.e., same cortical location but different depths and different behavioral sessions). The distributions of differences in preferred directions for these pairs were similar to the complete same day population (not shown). Interestingly, for monkey M’s HI band power, there was a large subset of same day LFP pairs with 60–90° difference in preferred direction (see Fig. 8E). Most of these LFP pairs belong to one single recording day excluding 2 successive sessions that formed 36 pairs, combining 6 directionally selective LFPs, whose preferred directions were almost identical in each session (less than 20° apart) but with a clear shift of about 70° for all LFPs from one session to the next (see Fig. 9). Note that the animal’s preferred direction (direction with the fastest average reaction time) was the same in the 2 sessions. This example illustrates that, at least in some subjects, the preferred directions may change from one behavioral session to the next, even if the cortical location remains the same (since the cortical depth was also different between electrodes within the same session, this cannot be the main reason for the changes in preferred direction between sessions).

[Figure 8. Differences in preferred directions. Distributions of differences in preferred directions between pairs of LFPs recorded either on different electrodes in the same behavioral session, on the same or different electrodes in different sessions in the same day, or in different recording days. The total numbers of pairs for each population are written in the legends. Each line represents one LFP pair, indicating the angular distance between their preferred directions in power (left) or frequency (right), in short-delay trials. Values range from 0° (same preferred directions) to 180° (opposite preferred directions).]

At last, to be confident that our results are comparable with more traditional ways of analyzing beta oscillation power, we redid all directional selectivity analyses using the mean power in 10 Hz bands (18–28 Hz for monkey T, 15–25 and 27–37 Hz for monkey M; the bands were selected after visual inspection of the distributions of peak frequencies for epoch E3, in Fig. 2A,B). This analysis resulted in an increase of about 5% of significantly directionally selective LFPs, which might be due to reduced noise in the single-trial power estimates. Apart from this, the results remained very similar to those obtained with the peak power. In particular, the mean and clustering of preferred directions remained very similar to the already presented data (see Fig. 5B,D,F). In addition, preferred directions remained more similar within the same sessions compared with different sessions in the same day and different days (see Fig. 8A,C,E).

Discussion

Multiple beta bands coexist in motor cortex, operating around specific main frequencies. Here, we show for the first time that there are systematic modulations of the peak frequency within each of these bands. The frequency modulations are as reproducible as beta power modulations, concerning the changing behavioral context from cue expectancy to movement preparation and the preparation of arm movements in different directions.

Beta Frequency and Power Modulations

First, it is worth noting that the way we study the beta frequency necessitates a clearly discernible peak in the power spectrum. Beta power modulations are often studied after averaging the power across relatively broad frequency ranges, which does not require a peak in the power spectrum. However, in most cases, the raw data indeed show clear peaks in the beta range (Rickert et al. 2005; Scherberger et al. 2005; O’Leary and Hatsopoulos 2006; Spinks et al. 2008; Saleh et al.}

[Figure 9. Preferred direction changes within 1 day. Preferred directions of HI band power in monkey M, including all individual LFPs that formed pairs in the same day population. Light gray lines represent all significantly directionally selective LFPs ($P < 0.1$), while dark gray and black lines represent 6 LFPs recorded in 2 different sessions in the same day (Sessions 1 and 2, respectively). Details as in Figure 5.]
We therefore propose that the way we here analyze the data could also be applicable for other data sets involving beta oscillations.

Our task contained several behavioral contexts, which were clearly discernable in the beta power and frequency modulations. Similar to our finding, increased beta power at times when the spatial cue was expected was also found in human motor cortex (Saleh et al. 2010). Thus, increased beta power is at least in part associated with the anticipation of task-relevant sensory cues.

It is not possible to clearly separate visuomotor integration from movement preparation, as, in our task, the 2 processes may partly overlap both in time and space and that in a variable way from trial to trial. This is reflected in the less steep changes in power and frequency during D2, compared with the more abrupt transition around visual cue presentation (SC). Furthermore, we have recently shown that our LFPs have a clear VEP, most prominent about 60–200 ms after SC onset (Kilavik et al. 2010). This is just prior to the minimal power and maximal frequency of the beta oscillations that occurred in the window between 100 and 400 ms after SC onset (epoch E2), but the exact relationship between the VEP and beta modulations remains to be studied. O’Leary and Hatsopoulos (2006) found increased beta power following the onset of the visual cue. The difference between their and our results might be related to an increased urgency to detect and memorize the visual spatial information in our task, as it was available only for 55 ms, compared with the entire preparatory delay in their task.

Beta oscillations were given many roles in motor cortex, on the one hand seen as reflecting a resting motor cortex or maintenance of posture or the status quo (Jasper and Penfield 1949; Pfurtscheller et al. 2000; Neuper and Pfurtscheller 2001). Beta frequencies to foot movements and foot regions of sensorimotor cortex (Pfurtscheller et al. 2000; Neuper and Pfurtscheller 2001; Neander et al. 2009) and to be correlated with membrane potential fluctuations of nearby neurons (Poulet and Petersen 2008). However, systematic studies of the oscillation frequency are scarce. In monkey motor cortex, early work suggested modulations in beta frequency in relation to behavior, while lacking systematic quantifications (Murthy and Fetz 1992, 1996; Sanes and Donoghue 1993). Thus, ours is the first systematic study of context-related beta frequency modulations in motor cortex, demonstrating that they are as behaviorally meaningful as power modulations. The particular frequencies of brain oscillations have been linked to interactions between excitation and inhibition (Whittington et al. 2000; Brunel and Wang 2003; Jensen et al. 2005; Buzsaki 2006; Ray and Maunsell 2010). Alternatively, and not incompatible with this, they were suggested to depend on the degree of long-range interactions and bottom-up versus top-down processing (Kopell et al. 2000; von Stein and Sarnthein 2000; Buschman and Miller 2007; Miller 2007). Lower frequencies were associated with interactions in larger and more distributed neuronal assemblies and rather top-down processing (e.g., von Stein and Sarnthein 2000) but also increased inhibition (Jensen et al. 2005). Our data are consistent with the hypothesis that the lower beta frequency in each band, while awaiting the visual cue during D1, reflects more widespread (top-down) networks involved in the temporal expectation to receive movement-related visual information. The weaker power and higher peak frequency during the second delay might reflect the activity of more specific neuronal populations related to either the visual information processing (bottom-up) and/or more local (motor cortical) populations involved in movement preparation. Thus, the systematic frequency modulations suggest that the beta oscillations observed in the different delays reflect, at least in part, different processes.

The negative trial-by-trial (within-epoch) correlation between power and frequency in many LFPs indicates that power and frequency are inversely comodulated. Comparing different task epochs, on average the power tended to be higher in D1, whereas the frequency was higher in D2, consistent with an inverse comodulation. On the other hand, we found no straightforward relationship between the preferred directions of power and frequency (only the HI band in monkey M had close to opposite preferred directions of power and frequency), indicating that frequency and power modulations related to the preparation of different movements may be uncoupled (see below). This suggests that there might be significant information in beta frequency modulations that cannot be deduced directly from the observation of beta power modulations.

Multiple Beta Bands in Motor Cortex

In both animals, the HI band was modulated by the task, being stronger while awaiting the SC during D1 than during movement preparation in D2. In addition, when the HI band was present during preparation, it was selective for movement direction to a similar degree as the LO band. A recent study demonstrated selectivity for grasp type in the beta power in 2 beta bands (LO and HI, about 20 and 35 Hz) in one monkey and in an LO band in another monkey involved in the same motor task (Spiniks et al. 2008). However, whereas we found similar preferred directions in the LO and HI bands, they found rather opposite grasp-type selectivity for LO and HI power.

There were many more putative nonarm LFPs with HI-band dominance in D1, while no difference was found between M1 and PMd. This somatotopic relationship is consistent with a few studies in humans relating lower beta frequencies to arm movements and arm regions of sensorimotor cortex and higher beta frequencies to foot movements and foot regions of sensorimotor cortex (Pfurtscheller et al. 2000; Neuper and Pfurtscheller 2001).

Directional Information in Beta Frequency

We found similar proportions of LFPs with frequency and power directional selectivity. This and the lack of a fixed
relationship between the selectivity of power and frequency suggest the use of beta frequency as an additional signal for decoding neuronal activity in the context of BMIs. The beta power of LFPs in parietal (Scherberger et al. 2005; Asher et al. 2007) and motor (Heldman et al. 2006; O’Leary and Hatsopoulos 2006) cortices was already shown to be useful for decoding movement direction during preparation but less so during movement execution (Rickert et al. 2005). We find that the beta frequency provides similar decoding performance as the beta power. In addition, the combined power and frequency decoding, even with only half as many LFPs, gave better results than decoding based on power or frequency alone (see Fig. 7A–C and Table 2). This improved decoding performance when using power and frequency together might be due to the rather different preferred directions for the 2 features (see Fig. 7D–F).

Note that, we arbitrarily selected the preferred direction for frequency to be the direction with maximal frequency. Whereas one can maybe intuitively imagine how maximal (or minimal) beta power might be “preferred” by the network, it is currently not clear how a slightly higher beta frequency might be more preferable than a lower frequency, whether an intermediate frequency might rather be optimal or whether different frequencies indeed reflect (partly) different neuronal populations participating in the preparation of different movements.

Most LFPs used for decoding were recorded in different sessions. Thus, trial-by-trial correlations between individual LFPs cannot play a major role in limiting the decoding performance in our case. The performance increased as we added LFPs and by combining frequency and power. This was probably due to 2 factors. Increasing the number of decoded features (by increasing the number of LFPs or by combining power and frequency) could increase the signal-to-noise ratio (even if all features would contain identical information but masked by noise). Additionally, it could lead to an effective increase in the total amount of information if different features carried different information, as indeed suggested by the fact that different LFPs (as well as power and frequency) preferred different directions.

However, the similarity in preferred directions of LFPs at different recording sites (see also Scherberger et al. 2005; O’Leary and Hatsopoulos 2006; Asher et al. 2007) and the trial-by-trial correlations were already suggested to be limitations for the usefulness of LFP oscillations in BMIs (e.g., Stark and Abeles 2007), so far only considering the oscillation power. Our analysis suggests that the same restrictions hold for beta frequency since the decoding performance for power and frequency was rather similar. In addition, the dispersion in the distributions of preferred directions for frequency and power were similar. Importantly, for both power and frequency, the preferred directions were more similar for LFPs recorded in the same than in different sessions, both in the same or different days. Thus, the decoding performance in a real BMI situation (with many LFPs in parallel) might be lower than what we find in our analysis, whether or not power and frequency are used simultaneously. The fact that for some subjects the preferred directions might change between different behavioral sessions in the same day suggests that neither beta power nor frequency might provide stable tuning properties for long-term use without the need of recalibrating the decoder. However, the fact that in monkey T, the preferred directions were rather similar, even in different days, suggests that in some subjects the beta power and frequency might indeed provide stable directional information, useful for decoding.

Aside from the relevance for BMI decoding, it is interesting to note, and to our knowledge not yet reported, that the directional selectivity of beta power and frequency can change between successive behavioral sessions in some subjects. This suggests that directional selectivity measured in LFP oscillations is minimally related to the cortical location (and depth). Instead, we speculate that it might rather reflect the current cognitive state of the animal and/or the state of the underlying neuronal network (e.g., balance excitation/inhibition).

Conclusions
We here described systematic LFP beta frequency modulations in monkey motor cortex. These frequency modulations are clearly as meaningful as beta power modulations, both regarding the change of the behavioral context and regarding the movement direction during preparation. Modulations in the oscillation power can be interpreted as reflecting the degree of synchronization or overall activity in a fixed set of neurons or changes in the number of contributing neurons. However, the oscillation frequency may be related to aspects such as network extent, bottom-up versus top-down processes or excitation/inhibition balance, thus suggesting that oscillations at different frequencies indeed reflect different neuronal populations or processes. We therefore suggest that combined studies of frequency and power changes of oscillations will provide more information regarding the differentiation of different neuronal processes giving rise to them and their possible functional roles.
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